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of waves transmitted through a non-linear 
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In this paper, we present an analysis of the influence of the cross-modulation effect on intensity of 
waves transmitted through a non-linear Fabry—Perot cavity with self-focusing and self-defocusing 
Kerr medium. The case of two plane waves with different wavelengths incident on a non-linear 
Fabry—Perot cavity is considered. It will be shown that the intensities of transmitted waves change 
multistably and that these multistable states of transmitted waves depend on incident waves and 
resonator parameters.

1. Introduction
There have appeared many publications about bistability. As is well known, this 
phenomenon has been described in various devices and non-linear materials. The 
experimental and theoretical results of those investigations show possibilities of 
using bistability in many applications [1] —[3]. In numerous experimental and 
theoretical papers, non-linear Fabry —Perot cavity has been considered. An analysis 
of two-wave non-linear Fabry —Perot transmission characteristics was presented in 
paper [4]. The authors examine two waves with the same wavelength and different 
angles of incidence. The cavity has a self-focusing non-linear medium inside. A two- 
beam configuration can be the base for the design of logic elements and various 
devices. It seems to be interesting to examine influence of cross-modulation effect [5] 
on intensity of waves with different wavelengths transmitted through a non-linear 
Fabry—Perot cavity with self-focusing and self-defocusing Kerr medium.

2. Formulation of the problem

We will consider the situation in which two monochromatic plane waves are 
transmitted through the non-linear Fabry —Perot cavity (Fig. 1).

It has been assumed that incident waves fall perpendicularly on the surface of 
resonator and have various frequencies co1 ^  co2. The parallel mirrors of the 
resonator are characterised by the intensity reflectivity R and the intensity 
transitivity T. The cavity contains non-linear isotropic Kerr medium and its 
thickness has been assumed to be much larger than the wavelength. The cavity is 
situated in a vacuum.
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Because the waves are transversal and incident perpendicularly to cavity, they 
have only x  and y Cartesian components, so the electric field of incident waves can 
be written in the following form (J =  1, 2; a =  x,y)

S] = e,e°Xj+e,E°rj

where E%. are Cartesian components of electric field 

£? = \  lE°ajexp li(coj t - k ? z ) ]  + E°aj* exp [ -  i(o>, t -  Ę> 7)J],

( 1)

(la)

and Eij =  £ °exp[i(pij\, E°a* =  £?.exp[ -

The field in the cavity consists of forward and backward isj. waves. The total field 
SJ in the Fabry —Perot cavity is given by (j = 1, 2; a =  x,y):

%  =  l ( £ FXj+ EBXj)+ ;y( Ę (2)

Eaj = ^ [F ^ ex p [zX < y /-r/) ]+ ^ * ex p [-iX m /-/r/) ]] , (3)

Eaj = ^  [£f.exp [i(co/  +  £ / ) ]  +  EB* exp [ -  i(co/ + £,z)]], (3a)

where: EF. = £ f.exp[i> y , EF* = £^exp[-i<p^],

EBa. =  £?.exp[i<p®], EB* =  F ^ .e x p C - i^ .
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Eaj are real Cartesian components of electric field amplitudes inside the 
resonator and (pa., (pi. are corresponding phases. It has been assumed that 
amplitudes and phases of total field inside the cavity are slowly varying functions of 
the variable z.

3. Solution of the wave equations and boundary conditions

The total monochromatic electric fields of two waves in the Fabry —Perot resonator 
obey the set of differential equations (j =  1, 2)

curl curl -  w)\lq [eL(cOj) + ia(ct> ; ) ] = a)j n0P]L (4)

where P*-L is the component of non-linear polarization of isotropic medium (x is 
a scalar value describing the non-linearity of the 3rd order)

PN!- =  x [(££, + + # 2+ £ ? / + ( Ę ,+ £ Bn + Ę 1+ £ ? / ]
x [?,(££ t +  £?1 + EFXl+E‘2) + ey(EFn  + + EFyi + £»,)] (4a)

corresponding to frequency cOj, while a((Oj) is the linear absorption coefficient, eL(coj) 
is the electrical permittivity of the medium and pt0 is the magnetic permeability of 
vacuum. The wave components depend only on variable z.

It has been assumed that amplitudes and phases are slowly varying functions of 
variable z. In the slowly varying amplitude approximation we introduce relations 
(2) —(3a) and after separation of real and imaginary parts Eqs. (4) take the form:

— for forward waves

- 2 kjEFaj- j ^  = (o]flQP lf  , (5)

dEF
2 k j-^ -(n ]w (c O j)E Faj = 0, (5a)

— for backward waves 

2 k j E S ^  =  u>jn0. P?;", (6)

dF.B
2 k j - ^ - ( o j^ i0ct((o)ElJ = 0 (6a)

where P jf  F, are parts of non-linear polarisation corresponding to frequency (Oj 
for forward and backward waves.

Solutions of Eqs. (5a) and (6a) take the following form:

E I ff)  =  Ef/0)exp[/»jz], (7)

Ef/z) =  E*(0)exp[—/)jz] (7a)

where /? „  ^  0.
2kJ
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Solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) are given by:

<plj = $ F*J+ v lp ) ,  (8)

<P® = +<P«70) (8 a)
where:

(9)

(9 a)

Relations between incident waves and waves inside the Fabry—Perot resonator can 
be written as:

— in plane z =  0

tf/OJexppofyO)] =  v /r£»(0)exp[1V » ]+ VR£»(0)exp[ię.70)+m], (10)

— in plane z = L

Ea.(L) exp [i (L) + i kj L] =  y /R  Efa.(L) exp [z<pf.(L) -  ikjL+  it: ]  . (10a)

Cartesian components of transmitted waves are Ej.(L) =  y[TEa\L), so Eqs. (10) and 
(10a) give '  J

__________rjjTE^jCx p [fyg jexp[- ftpfyO)]__________
1 -  RrjjQxp[i(pl.(L) -  ięBaj{L) + i<p*.(\ 0) - i(pFaj(0) -  2 ikjL] ( 1 1 )

where rjj =  exp [fijL], and

_____________________ drm_ (1 2 )

( i - ^ + ^ w ( ^ - y - 2^ ) -

The Cartesian components of non-linear polarisation and P*j'B which are in the 
phase difference in Eqs. (11) and (12) can be obtained from expression for non-linear 
polarisation (4a). On the basis of these relations we have obtained the components of 
total non-linear polarisation corresponding to different frequencies (Oj and com
ponents of total field in the cavity. Finally, Eqs. (12) have the following form:

Et1 -S  -
rjj T 2Exf

( l _ ^ i?)2 + 4 ^ Rsm^ i ( ( .(9£ ^ + 4£ r2) +C3- .( l 2£ T2j + 4£ T2_p)_(:.Lj

(13)
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2 t ’2 v 02yj_rjj T E

( l - ^ ) 2+ 4^ *sin 2^ 9 £ ^ + 4 £ f / ) + f 3 _ / 1 2 £ ^ _ i + 4£jJ1_J))-k JL

13a)

where Cj — V T k jP jn }
As a result, we have obtained relations (13), (13a) which are necessary to describe 
intensity of transmitted waves.

4. Characteristics of transmitted intensity 
through the Fabry—Perot resonator

Intensity of waves transmitted through the Fabry—Perot resonator can be described 
by [3]

(14)

where for a = x,y are Cartesian components of transmitted fields.
It can be seen ((13)—(14)) that the intensity of transmitted waves depends on:
1. Incident intensity of both waves via cross-modulation and self-modulation 

effects.
2. Frequencies of incident waves.
3. Resonator parameters — its thickness L as well as intensity transitivity T and 

reflectivity R.
4. Type of non-linear medium — constant x and the linear absorption coef

ficient a.
It is important that the above mentioned parameters of incident waves and 

resonator influence transmitted intensities in two ways. We draw this conclusion 
from the influence of parameter changes on the symmetry of equation set (13)—(14) 
(change of the field indexes j, 3— j). Only the parameters depending on wave 
frequencies change the symmetry of equation set. The following parameters: |x|, L, 
T  and R do not change the shape of transmitted intensity curves because their 
influence can be compensated by the change of the range of incident intensity. 
Representing this group of parameters, as an example, we will consider the influence 
of thickness L. Besides, what is most important, the shape of curves depends on sign 
X and frequency of incident waves. That is why the next part of this work comprises 
an analysis of the influence of those parameters on transmitted intensities. The 
coefficient a occurring in expressions rjjt fłj, which are in the final equations, 
influences the solutions in two ways. The influence of a, as it was for |x|, L  and R, can 
be compensated by the change of the range of incident intensity. It will also play the 
role of the coefficient slightly changing the shape of curves resulting from the 
differences between rjlt ^  and rj2, P2-
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In order to expose the influence of wave parameters and the sign x on the 
character of curves, in numerical calculations, we have assumed lack of absorption of 
both waves. From Eqs. (13)—(14) we can see that the transmission maxima 
corresponding to non-linear resonance of cavity occur when sine in these equations 
takes the value of zero.

5. Results of numerical calculation

In order to better present the influence of cross-modulation effect, the charts show 
situations in which incident intensity of the first wave 70i is constant, while incident 
intensity of the second wave 7q2 increases above zero. We have done calculations for 
different values of incident intensity of constant wave taking the same range of 
changes of incident intensity of the second one. In order to show the dependence 
between the parameters of non-linear medium, resonator, waves and transmission 
characteristics, the charts have been done for non-linear media with x > 0 and x <  0 
for resonators of different length and different incident wave frequencies. The 
incident total intensity 70 + / q2 has been marked (only 702 changes) on the axis of 
abscissae as the pictures s^ow^Both axes of intensities are2 undimensional which is 
connected with the change of range.

Figure 2a presents the intensity of transmitted wave I Ti at the constant incident 
intensity 70i = I  =  const as a function of incident total intensity 70l +  ̂ o2- Figure 2b 
presents the intensity of transmitted wave I Ti at the incident intensity I0i as 
a function of incident total intensity 70l + 702. Both charts have been done for x > 0, 
L = 0.005 m, Xl =  632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm.

Figures 2a,b evidently show that at some levels of incident intensities bistable 
states of transmitted intensities of both waves I T and I T appear. Passes between 
different states I T  ̂ and I T2 are marked with dashed line in all figures. They are

Fig. 2*
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Fig. 2. Intensity of transmitted wave ITi at the constant incident intensity 70j =  /  as a function of incident 
total intensity I0i +  Iq2 (x >  0, L =  0.005 m, Xx =  632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm) (a). Intensity of transmitted 
wave IT2 as a function of incident total intensity I0i +  /„2 ( % >  0, L =  0.005 m, =  632.8 nm, X2 — 
1060 nm) (b)

related to the occurrence of non-linear resonances of cavity. Comparing these charts 
we can observe that bistable passes of both transmitted intensities happen at the 
same incident intensity 70l + Io2 confirming the symmetric influence of the 
cross-modulation effect on active waves.

The arrows placed on dashed lines in Figs. 2a,b (and in all above charts) indicate 
directions of the passes between parts of curves I Tj and I Ty depending on increase 
and decrease of total intensity. We can easily observe that at the increase and 
decrease of 70i + 10 , the intensities I Ti and I Ti pass along different parts of curves. It 
is interesting that tne passes of transmitted intensities 7r i and IT2 can be different 
according to the maximum value 70 + I q2 at which it will start to decrease. All above 
relations refer to charts mentioned below.

Figures 3a,b describe analogous situations for the same wave frequencies and the 
parameters of the cavity and non-linear medium. In this case the constant incident 
intensity is bigger than in previous situation 70l =  207 = const The maximum value 
of 70l +  7o2 is twice as small as the above in order to underline differences between 
Figs. 2a,b and Figs. 3a,b.

We can observe a different shape of curves and appearance of a new branch in 
Figs. 3a,b. The passes of transmitted intensities depend on the level of constant 
incident intensity 70i.

Figures 4a,b and 5a,b present corresponding situations (Figs. 2a,b, 3a,b) for the 
same wave frequencies and the parameters of the cavity but for the non-linear 
medium with x <  0.

Comparing Figures 2a,b, 3a,b and Figures 4a,b, 5a,b, we can observe that in both 
situations behaviour of transmitted intensities is similar but shapes of curves are
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Fig. 3. Intensity of transmitted wave ITl at the constant incident intensity / 0l =  20/ as a function 
of incident total intensity / 0l + / q2 Of >  0, L =  0.005 m, Xx =  632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm) (a). Intensity 
of transmitted wave ITi as a function of incident total intensity / 0 + / 0 Of >  0, L =  0.005 m, =  
632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm) (b) 1 2
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Fig. 4. Intensity of transmitted wave IT at the constant incident intensity I0 =  I as a function of incident 
total intensity I0l +  Io2 (x <  0, L =  0.(K)5 m, Ax =  632.8 nm, l 2 =  1060 nmj (a). Intensity of transmitted 
wave ITl as a function of incident total intensity / 0j + / 0 (x <  0, L =  0.005 m, ^  =  632.8 nm, k2 =  
1060 nm) (b)
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Fig. 5. Intensity of transmitted wave 1T at the constant incident intensity 70j =  207 as a function of 
incident total intensity / 0 i+ / 02 (x <  0, L =  0.005 m, X2 =  632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm) (a). Intensity of 
transmitted wave ITi as a function of incident total intensity 70i +  / q2 (y <  0, L =  0.005 m, =  632.8 nm, 
X2 =  1060 nm) (b) 2
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Fig. 6. Intensity of transmitted wave IT at the constant incident intensity 70i =  107 as t 
incident total intensity 70 + 7 0 (x >  o/ l  =  0.001 m, A2 =  6328 nm, A2 =  1060 nm) (a), 
transmitted wave 7Ta as a function of incident total intensity 70j +  *o2 (Z >  0. L =  0001 m,
A2 =  1060 nm) (b)

function of 
Intensity of 
=  632.8 nm,
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Fig. 7. Intensity of transmitted wave / rj at the constant incident intensity I0 — 101 as a function of 
incident total intensity / 0 l+ fo 2 Of <  0, L =  0.001 m, X2 =  632.8 nm, X2 =  1060 nm) (a). Intensity of 
transmitted wave ITi as a function of incident total intensity h 1 + Io2 (x <  0, L =0.001 m, =  632.8 nm, 
X2 =  1060 nm) (b)
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Jo, +1o2

I0I +1<b
Fig. 8. Intensity of transmitted wave ITi at the constant incident intensity / 0j =  10/ as a function of 
incident total intensity / 0 l+ / 02 (x >  0, L =  0.001 m, =  632.8 nm, X2 =  514 nm) (a). Intensity of 
transmitted wave IT as a function of incident total intensity / 0i + /„ 2 (y >  0, L =  0.001 =  632.8 nm,
X2 =  514 nm) (b) 2
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I°> +1<h

Fig. 9. Intensity of transmitted wave ITi at the constant incident intensity J0 =  10/ as a function of 
incident total intensity Iq1+ I o2 (x  <  0, L =  0.001 m, A2 =  632.8 n ą  A2 =  514 nm) (a). Intensity of 
transmitted wave / r _ as a function of incident total intensity J0 + / 0 (x <  0, L =  0.001 m, Aj =  632.8 nm, 
A2 =  514 nm) (b)

different Moreover, the x sign influences levels of I0 +Jo2 at which the passes 
between parts of curves appear. Those passes corresponcf to non-linear resonances of 
cavity.

Figures 6a,b and 7a,b show the influence of cavity thickness L on transmission 
characteristics. The charts present a similar situation to that in Figs. 2a,b, 3a,b
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but the cavity thickness is less and it takes the value L=  0.001 m, and the incident 
intensity is I Q =  101 =  const Figures 6a,b describe the case x > 0, and Figures 7a,b 
-  X<0-

As the comparison of charts shows, at this thickness we need stronger incident 
fields in order to obtain bistable passes than in the case of L — 0.005 m in length. At 
the same time, as we compare Figs. 2a,b, 3a,b and Figs. 6a,b, 7a,b, it is easy to 
observe that the change of thickness and increase in some range J0i do not change 
the shapes of curves. The thinner cavity is less sensitive to the change of input 
parameters.

Figures 8a,b and 9 a, b describe the influence of incident wave frequencies. All the 
charts have been done for L= 0.001 m and I 0l — 10/ =  const. In Figures 8a,b and 
Figures 9a,b, we can see the situations in which the wavelength at constant intensity 
is the same as in all previous cases with =  632.8 nm, where the length of the 
second wave takes the value X2 =  514 nm.

The comparison of the above charts with Figs. 6a,b, 7a,b indicates that the 
change of the difference of wavelengths influences the character of curves and levels 
of J0i +  J02 at which non-linear resonances of cavity appear as well as the passes 
between parts of curves.

6. Conclusions

It can be seen that the cross-modulation effect has the influence on:
— intensities of waves transmitted through the Fabry—Perot resonator and 

occurrence of bistability and multistability of transmitted intensity of both waves,
— courses of intensities of transmitted waves depending on maximum value of 

incident intensities.
Our results lead to the conclusion that incident intensity of one wave can control 

transmission state of the second one and vice versa. These phenomena can be used in 
designing optical logic elements and various devices.
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